A growing archive of wartime memories
Sign in to add your story or that of your family.

Find your local Associate Centre, call free on 08000 150950 for more information or volunteer to help gather stories for the site.

Today's Picks - Royal Navy

- **HMS 'Penelope'** by Dave Purton
- **Corvette Commander** by billallon

More stories - Royal Navy
Latest contributions - Editorial Desk

Victory 1945 commemorations across the BBC

Looking for service records? Investigating a medal or uniform? Piece together your relative's story.

What did your family do in the war? Track key events of WW2 and plot their wartime history.

Explore key historical themes with animated maps, galleries and articles at BBC History.

Most of the content on this site is created by our users, who are members of the public. The views expressed are theirs and unless specifically stated are not those of the BBC. The BBC is not responsible for the content of any external sites referenced. In the event that you consider anything on this page to be in breach of the site's House Rules, please click here. For any other comments, please Contact Us.